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Like all retroviruses, HIV-1 irreversibly inserts a viral DNA (vDNA) copy of its RNA genome into
host target DNA (tDNA). The intasome, a higher-order nucleoprotein complex composed of
viral integrase (IN) and the ends of linear vDNA, mediates integration. Productive integration
into host chromatin results in the formation of the strand transfer complex (STC) containing
catalytically joined vDNA and tDNA. HIV-1 intasomes have been refractory to high-resolution
structural studies.We used a soluble IN fusion protein to facilitate structural studies, through
which we present a high-resolution cryo–electron microscopy (cryo-EM) structure of the
core tetrameric HIV-1 STC and a higher-order form that adopts carboxyl-terminal domain
rearrangements. The distinct STC structures highlight how HIV-1 can use the common retroviral
intasome core architecture to accommodate different IN domain modules for assembly.

C
atalytic integration of a viral DNA (vDNA)
copy of an RNA genome into host target
DNA (tDNA) represents the hallmark char-
acteristic of all retroviruses, including HIV-1.
Integration establishes a permanent in-

fection in host cells and enables the newly in-
serted provirus to be replicated and transcribed
in parallel with other genes of the host orga-
nism (1). This critical step in the HIV-1 replication
cycle represents one of the underlying difficul-
ties in combating the HIV/AIDS pandemic. In-
tegration is catalyzed by the viral integrase (IN)
protein, which oligomerizes into a higher-order
stable synaptic complex (SSC) containing the
two vDNA ends. Following cleavage of the GT
dinucleotide from both 3′ vDNA ends and nu-
clear entry, cleaved SSCs engage tDNA and cat-
alyze irreversible DNA strand transfer into host
chromatin to form the strand transfer com-
plex (STC) (2). Both retroviral SSCs and the post-
catalytic STCs are collectively called intasomes.
Clinically exploited HIV-1 IN strand transfer in-
hibitors (INSTIs) selectively bind cleaved SSCs
and interfere with the formation of the STC.
Therefore, high-resolution structures of key in-
tegration intermediate nucleoprotein complexes
are required to further our understanding of
the mechanisms of action of INSTIs and the evo-

lution of drug-resistant HIV-1 phenotypes (3).
The mechanism of HIV-1 DNA integration has
been extensively studied at the biochemical and

cellular level, but progress with structural studies
of nucleoprotein reaction intermediates has been
slow; only structures of domains of HIV-1 IN are
currently available (4–8), although intasome struc-
tures have been determined for related retro-
viruses (9–12) and predicted for HIV-1 through
homology modeling (13, 14).
Structural studies of HIV-1 intasomes have

been challenging, owing to the tendency of HIV-1
IN protein and assembled intasomes to aggre-
gate. Fusion of the DNA binding protein Sso7d to
the N terminus of IN results in a protein that is
hyperactive in vitro, has markedly improved solu-
bility properties, and retains activity in vivo when
incorporated into HIV-1 virions (15). We therefore
used Sso7d-IN to assemble HIV-1 intasomes for
structural studies. STC intasomes were assem-
bled on branched DNA, mimicking the product
of DNA integration (fig. S1A) using the strategy
previously described for prototype foamy virus
(PFV) (16) and Rous sarcoma virus (RSV) (12)
intasomes. HIV-1 intasomes were first purified
by Ni-affinity and anion-exchange chromatog-
raphy (fig. S1B). Analytical ultracentrifugation
after anion exchange chromatography indicated
the presence of the tetrameric STC as well as
larger discrete species (fig. S2), in agreement
with previous studies (17–19). An additional gel-
filtration step before cryo–electron microscopy
(cryo-EM) structural analysis yielded a prepara-
tion thatwasmainly tetrameric but also included
larger species, as evidenced by the broad and
asymmetric peak shape (fig. S1C).
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Fig. 1. HIV-1 STC intasome structure. (A) Cryo-EM reconstruction of the STC, segmented by IN protomers
(red, green, yellow, and blue) and product DNA components (dark and light gray). (B) Atomic model derived
from the cryo-EM density, colored as in (A). (C) Segmented cryo-EM density and (D) asymmetric subunit of
the atomic model, colored by IN domain: NTD, green; CCD, beige; NTD-CCD linker, blue; CTD, purple.
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Tetrameric HIV-1 STCs are relatively small by
cryo-EM standards (~200 kDa) and require high
salt and glycerol to prevent aggregation, factors
that negatively affect image contrast of individual
particles. To overcome these problems, we employed
a high-dose imaging strategy and an exposure fil-
ter that accounts for the effects of radiation dam-
age while maximizing low-frequency contrast (20).
Single-particle classification and refinement of
exposure-filtered images produced a density map
resolved to ~3.5 to 4.5 Å, with the highest-resolution
information characterizing the STC core, in and
around the active site (figs. S3 and S4). This en-
abled derivation of a molecular model of an HIV-1
STC, which contained four IN protomers arranged
with twofold symmetry around the product of
DNA strand transfer (Fig. 1 and table S1).
The tetrameric HIV-1 STC intasome is a dimer

of dimers with a similar overall architecture to
PFV intasomes (Fig. 1, A and B). Each protomer
contains anN-terminal domain (NTD), a catalytic
core domain (CCD), and a C-terminal domain
(CTD). The inner protomers wrap their three func-
tionally relevant domains around a pair of vDNA
ends and dock onto tDNA, bringing two vDNA 3′-
OH groups into proximity to catalyze concerted
integration and form the STC. The inner proto-
mers also make most of the contacts with vDNA
and tDNA. The outer IN CTD (CTDouter) adopts a
retracted configuration in the HIV-1 intasome,
contributing partially to vDNA binding and
positioning itself in proximity to the inner CTD
(CTDinner) (Fig. 1, C and D). The outer NTDs, as
well as all Sso7d fusion domains, are disordered
in the cryo-EM density.

Retroviral intasomes recognize and cut target
sites with a characteristic 4- to 6-bp spacing, gen-
erating equivalently sized target-site duplications
(TSDs) flanking either end of the integrated
proviral DNA (2). To a large extent, the TSD sizes
map onto the retroviral phylogenetic tree (21), al-
though the precise TSD spacing can differ within
an individual genus (22). In all of the available
STC structures, the target DNA is substantially
distorted from B form (fig. S5), resulting in a
4-bp TSD for PFV, which has the shortest dis-
tance between the active sites, and 5 and 6 bps
for HIV-1 and RSV, respectively, which have a
longer spacing.
The STC model substantiates and rationalizes

much of the existing in vitro and in vivo data
pertaining to HIV-1 IN residues involved in func-
tion, inhibitor binding, and mechanisms of drug
resistance. In this regard, Fig. 2 and table S2 pres-
ent a comprehensive analysis of predicted electro-
static protein-DNA and interdomain interactions
within these core components. Notably, the table
includes all of the residues that were experimen-
tally shown to affect IN function, but it also pro-
vides additional details that were not captured
by a homologymodel (13). Residues that interact
with vDNA are distributed throughout the IN
protein, whereas residues interacting with tDNA
are largely clustered in the CCD (Fig. 2A). Mul-
tiple residues are also involved in interdomain
interactions (Fig. 2B). Several specificDNA-binding
residues (displayed in Fig. 2C and fig. S6) deserve
particular mention. A cluster of basic residues—
including K46, which was not identified by a ho-
mology model, and K156, K159, and K160—is

inserted into the vDNA minor groove next to the
active site. The relevance of K46 is addressed
below, whereas K156, K159, and K160 play vari-
ous roles in vDNA binding, sequence specificity,
and catalysis (13, 23, 24). R231, the only non-CCD
residue that strongly interacts with tDNA (but
also with vDNA through the other protomer),
has previously been shown to affect nucleotide
preferences within the target site, although the
magnitude of this effect in HIV-1 IN mutants is
considerably lower than analogous INmutations
in PFV (25). The weaker interaction between R231
of HIV-1 with target-site nucleotides—as compared
withR329 of PFV,which contains a longer loop that
can accommodate subtle structural changes—helps
to explain the phenotype. Substitutions of HIV-1 IN
S119 (25), similarly to analogous changes in RSV
and PFV INs (10, 26), alter target-site nucleotide
specificity by perturbing interactions with tDNA.
The model also provides important guidance for
rationally improving clinically relevant inhib-
itors. Specifically, several residues around the
vicinity of the active site, especially R231, are
positioned differently in HIV-1 compared with
PFV, which has been used as a model system to
study mechanism of INSTI action (fig. S7). Slight
differences in the active site can be exploited to
facilitate rational inhibitor design. Collectively,
the current model provides a composite plat-
form for both understanding IN function and
elucidating modes of action of INSTIs.
To gain amore thorough understanding of the

heterogeneous STC data and improve regions of
density outside of the core subunits, we employed
a multistep classification approach that revealed
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Fig. 2. Network of interactions within the HIV-1 STC intasome. (A) Map
of IN residues predicted to be involved in electrostatic protein-DNA inter-
actions within the STC intasome structure. All three domains and the NTD-
CCD linker participate in interactions with vDNA (pink), whereas tDNA
interactions (in blue) are mostly restricted to the CCD. Single-letter abbre-
viations for the amino acid residues are as follows: A, Ala; C, Cys; D, Asp; E,
Glu; F, Phe; G, Gly; H, His; I, Ile; K, Lys; L, Leu; M, Met; N, Asn; P, Pro; Q, Gln;

R, Arg; S, Ser; T, Thr; V, Val; W, Trp; and Y, Tyr. (B) Predicted interdomain H-
bond interactions within the STC. Residues designated below the domain
schematic refer to the interacting domain and are colored accordingly.
(C) Close-up views of selected regions involved in DNA interactions. For com-
paring HIV-1 R231 with prototype foamy virus (PFV) R329, the two structures
were aligned to tDNA. For all panels, the protein color scheme is as in Fig. 1,
C and D.
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larger species containing flanking IN dimers (fig.
S4) positioned in the trans configuration, similarly
toRSVandmousemammary tumor virus (MMTV)
(11, 12). We then included the IN-binding domain
(IBD) of LEDGF/p75 in the STC preparation, based
on the rationale that IBD preferentially binds
and stabilizes multimeric IN (27, 28), and per-
formed a cryo-EM reconstruction of IBD-bound
STCs (STCIBD). The resulting data contained a

larger proportion of higher-order assemblies (fig.
S8) but was also affected by substantial com-
positional heterogeneity; a cryo-EM reconstruc-
tion of the largest and best-resolved species clearly
revealed 12 IN protomers within the map, with
residual density contributed by a fraction of
particles (Fig. 3, A and B, and figs. S9 to S11). IN
can purify as tetramers from cells (29), and tetra-
meric INs constitute a portion of the higher-order

assemblies (Fig. 3C; see also below). It is therefore
likely that the heterogeneous density corresponds
to additional IN protomers that may collectively
constitute a hexadecamer (or tetramer of tetra-
mers). Possibly, the Sso7d fusion, which improves
IN solubility (15), affects the assembly of fully
formed higher-order species by mildly disrupting
interprotomer associations (fig. S12). The higher-
order assemblies utilize many of the principles
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Fig. 3. HIV-1 STC intasomes form higher-order oligomers through dis-
tinct mechanisms of assembly. (A) Cryo-EM density map of IBD-bound
STCs (STCIBD). Densities are segmented either by IN protomers (inner
core, light blue; outer core, dark blue) or IN dimers (yellow and green). The
IBD is shown in red. (B) Higher-order STC model assembled by rigid-body–
docking individual domain components, colored as in (A). The higher-order
STC (left) is shown side by side with the tetrameric STC from Fig. 1 (right).
(C) Model as in (B), colored by IN tetramers (28). The circled regions contain
poorly resolved density that may harbor additional IN dimers. (D to G) Struc-
tural comparison of higher-order STCs assembled through rigid-body docking
of individual domains with prior multidomain IN structures. The structural
components of higher-order STCs are colored as in (A) and (B), whereas
the Protein Data Bank (PDB) structures used for comparison are in gray.

Comparisons include: (D) MVV INNTD-CCD tetramer (PDB ID: 3HPH, IBD
has been omitted for clarity; the circled NTD arises from an IN protomer
on the opposite side of vDNA), (E) HIV-2 INNTD-CCD dimer bound to IBD
(PDB ID: 3F9K), (F) HIV-1 CTD dimer (PDB ID: 1IHV), and (G) HIV-1 INCCD-CTD

dimer (PDB ID: 1EX4). In all panels [(D) to (G)], structural schematics
above highlight the corresponding location within visible dodecameric
intasome density. (H) Conformational rearrangement within the core CCD-
CTD dimer between (left) the tetrameric STC and (center) a higher-order
STC, both overlaid on respective filtered experimental EM density. At right,
the rearranged higher-order dimer is displayed in the context of additional
CTDs and vDNA within the asymmetric unit. The “synaptic” position is re-
quired to form the conserved intasome core interface present in all retro-
viral intasomes.
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underlying multimerization of IN protein in
the absence of DNA (Fig. 3, D to G, and fig. S13).
For example, the isolated tetramer from each
asymmetric unit contains positionally conserved
CCDs and NTDs that were previously observed
within a two-domain HIV-1 NTD-CCD (INNTD-

CCD) structure (7) andMaedi-Visna virus INNTD-CCD

bound to IBD (Fig. 3D) (28). Individual dimers
therein are also consistent with an HIV-2 INNTD-

CCD structure (30) (Fig. 3E), whereas two of the
CTDs interact in a manner identical to a nuclear
magnetic resonance structure of a CTD dimer (Fig.
3F). Finally, the core CTDs adopt a configuration
much like the two-domain INCCD-CTD (8) (Fig.
3G). The latter demonstrates an intriguing
aspect of IN structure: Whereas tetrameric HIV
intasomes adopt a domain configuration much
like PFV, higher-order intasomes reorganize their
CTDs, utilizing them to form an interprotomer
CTD-CTD interface and to engage vDNA but re-
placing their respective positions with additional
CTDs donated by outer IN protomers (Fig. 3H).
These alternative domain arrangements preserve
the positional integrity of the catalytically compe-
tent intasome and demonstrate the structural
plasticity of HIV-1 IN.
HIV-1 intasomes assembled at lower protein

and DNA concentrations than those used in
our cryo-EM study were reported to be tetrameric
(17–19). To test the relevance of the higher-order
assemblies, we selected IN residues that were
predicted to disrupt formation of these species
but not the core tetramers. The most obvious
candidates resided in the CTD-CTD interface—
residues L242, I257, and V259—which are solvent-
exposed within tetrameric intasomes. Several
other residues—including K14, E35, K240, K244,
and R269—were predicted to be more relevant
in the context of higher-order oligomers, al-
though we cannot completely exclude their in-
volvement in tetrameric intasomes (fig. S14, A
to E). The selected residues were substituted in
the context of both Sso7d and WT (NL4-3) INs,
and the mutant proteins were assayed for con-
certed integration activity. Similar results were
observed in the presence and absence of the
Sso7d fusion protein, suggesting that Sso7d does
not alter the nature of functional complexes, al-
though it may influence their relative abun-
dance. The selected mutants, especially those in
the CTD-CTD interface, affected strand transfer
activity to various extents (fig. S14, F and G).
Furthermore, mildly disrupting or deleting many
of the residues within the CCD-CTD linker re-
gion (amino acids ~206 to 220), which is dis-
ordered in tetrameric intasomes (and thus would
not be expected to play a major role) but is com-
pletely helical in higher-order assemblies, im-
paired catalytic activity (fig. S14H). In addition,
we tested the importance of select residues that
have not been examined previously (31–33) for
virus replication (fig. S15). IN substitutions ad-
versely affected virus replication, with >10-fold
reductions observed for E212→K212 (E212K),
K240E, and I257D mutations, and relatively less
detrimental effects (twofold) seen for E35K. A
mutation of K46, identified as a previously un-

identified vDNA binding residue, was also in-
cluded in functional assays but was relevant for
all oligomeric species. Whereas the K46A substi-
tution did not detectably affect viral growth (34),
the K46E substitution reduced virus replication
by ~fivefold and substantially reduced strand
transfer activity in vitro. These data suggest that
the higher-order HIV-1 intasomes are function-
ally relevant for efficient catalysis. However, be-
cause point mutations can affect protein structures
and/or the intasome assembly pathway in un-
expected ways, further systematic studies will
be required to delineate the (likely pleiotropic)
effects of single-site substitutions. The simplest
explanation for the distinct structures is that
tetrameric intasomes, containing intact core do-
mains, illustrate the minimal form upon which
higher-order complexes are built, although their
exact relevance is not clear. They may represent
minimally active species or, alternatively, may
serve as structural scaffolds for higher-order as-
sembly within the pre-integration complex (PIC)
or during PIC nuclear import. Further work, es-
pecially in the context of IN dynamics, will be
required to unravel the role(s) of the tetrameric
and higher-order forms in vivo.
Retroviruses are closely related evolution-

arily and would be expected to utilize similar
nucleoprotein structures for DNA integration.
In this regard, the structure of the PFV intasome
(9, 10) presented a conundrum. The length of
the linkers between the domains of PFV IN is
longer than in most retroviral INs, and many
retroviral INs have linkers that are too short to
form a tetrameric intasome that is analogous to
the PFV structure (11). HIV-1 IN has linker lengths
that are intermediate between PFV and MMTV
or RSV (fig. S16A). The recent structures of MMTV
(11) and RSV (12) intasomes show that these vi-
ruses overcome this problem by assembling inta-
somes with the same set of positionally conserved
domains in contact with DNA, but for MMTV
and RSV, two of the CTDs are contributed by an
additional pair of flanking dimers in an octa-
meric arrangement. Whereas PFV intasomes as-
semble tetramers, MMTV and RSV intasomes
assemble octamers, and HIV-1 intasomes can
apparently form a range of oligomeric con-
figurations (fig. S16, B and C). The finding that
HIV-1 IN can assemble intasomes in different
ways while preserving the spatial arrangement
of the key set of domains required for catalysis
suggests that the evolutionary jump between
retroviruses that assemble tetrameric and higher-
order intasomes may not be as great as it ini-
tially appears.
The higher-order HIV-1 STC described here is

very similar to a hexadecameric Maedi-visna virus
intasome assembled using the LEDGF/p75 co-
factor in an accompanying paper (35).
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Materials and Methods: 

HIV-1 STC intasome assembly and purification. Sso7d-integrase active site mutant E152Q 

was over-expressed in Escherichia coli BL21 (DE3) and purified essentially as previously 

described (15) with minor modifications. Briefly, Sso7d-IN (E152Q) was purified by nickel-

affinity chromatography and the His-tag was removed with thrombin. Aggregated protein was 

removed by gel filtration on a Superdex-200 column (GE Healthcare) equilibrated with 20 mM 

HEPES pH 7.5, 10% glycerol, 2 mM DTT, and 0.5 M NaCl. The protein was concentrated to 0.6 

mg/ml using an Amicon centrifugal contentrator (EMD Millipore), flash-frozen in liquid 

nitrogen and stored at -80°C. The DNA substrate was made by annealing the following 

oligonucleotides: 

5’-CAGTGTGGAAAATCTCTAGCAGTTACAGTCAGCGTAC-3’ 

5’-ACTGCTAGAGATTTTCCACACTG-3’ 

5’-GTACGCTGACT-3’ 

The HIV-1 STC intasome assembly strategy was similar to that previously described for PFV 



 

(16) and RSV (12) intasomes. Large-scale HIV-1 intasome preparations were assembled by 

mixing 3.0 µM integrase with 1.0 µM DNA substrate in buffer containing 20 mM HEPES pH 

7.5, 5 mM MgCl2, 8 mM 2-mercaptoethanol, 4 µM ZnCl2, 100 mM NaCl, 25% (w/v) glycerol 

and 50 mM 3-(Benzyldimethylammonio) propanesulfonate (NDSB-256), followed by incubation 

at 30°C for 90 min.  The reaction was stopped by incubating on ice for 15 min. NaCl was then 

added to 500 mM, and after incubation at room temperature for 15 min the mixture was 

centrifuged at 15,000 g for 15 min to remove insoluble aggregate.  

HIV-1 intasomes were purified by Ni-affinity chromatography and anion exchange 

chromatography prior to the size exclusion chromatography. The mixture was first loaded onto a 

HisTrap HP column (GE Healthcare) equilibrated with 20 mM Tris pH 8.0, 10 mM imidazole, 5 

mM 2-mercaptoethanol, 0.5 M NaCl, 20% (w/v) glycerol, and then washed extensively with the 

same buffer. HIV-1 intasomes were eluted with a linear gradient of 10 mM to 500 mM 

imidazole. Intasome-containing fractions were combined and diluted with 20 mM Tris pH 8.0, 

0.5 mM tris-(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine (TCEP), 20% glycerol to lower the NaCl concentration 

to 200 mM and then quickly loaded onto a Mono Q column (GE Healthcare) equilibrated with 20 

mM Tris, pH 8.0, 0.5 mM TCEP, 200 mM NaCl, 20% glycerol. Intasomes were eluted with a 

linear gradient of NaCl from 200 mM to 1 M. Fractions were pooled and then separated on a 

Superdex-200 PC 3.2/30 column (GE Healthcare) equilibrated with 20 mM Tris pH 8.0, 0.5 mM 

TCEP, 500 mM NaCl and 6% (w/v) glycerol. 

STCIBD were prepared essentially the same as described for STCs, except 7.5 µM of His-

IBD (347-429) was added after solubilization in the 0.5M NaCl buffer and incubation was 

continued overnight on ice. The subsequent purification steps differed only in that buffer for gel 



 

filtration was 20 mM Tris pH 8.0, 0.5 mM TCEP, 650 mM NaCl and 6% (w/v) glycerol for the 

STCIBD. 

CryoEM specimen preparation. Sample containing HIV STCs or STCIBD in SEC buffer was 

applied onto freshly plasma treated (6s, Gatan Solarus plasma cleaner) holey gold UltrAuFoil 

grids (Quantifoil), adsorbed for 30 sec and then plunged into liquid ethane using a manual cryo-

plunger in an ambient environment of 4°C. 

CryoEM data acquisition. Data were acquired using Leginon software (36) installed on an FEI 

Titan Krios electron microscope operating at 300 kV. All data collection statistics for both STC 

and STCIBD data are summarized in Table S1. The individual frames were gain corrected, aligned 

and summed with the application of an exposure filter using MotionCor2, according to the 

nominal dose rate.  

CryoEM image analysis. Pre-processing operations prior to the refinement of the final models 

were performed using the Appion package (37). All specific parameters are described in Table 

S1. Single intasome particles were selected from the whole-frame aligned and summed 

micrographs and used to create an initial raw particle stack after removing regions of the 

micrographs containing gold or large areas of aggregation. 2D alignments and classifications 

were performed using the CL2D (38) and Relion (39) algorithms (Figure S2 and Figure S6), and 

an initial model was generated directly from the class averages using OptiMod (40). Following 

iterative rounds of 2D alignment and classification, 219,260 particles remained for 3D 

refinement and classification for STC data and 102,121 particles for STCIBD data. 3D refinements 



 

and classifications were initially performed within Relion (39, 41), after which the parameters 

were converted for use in Frealign (42, 43). The final map was refined in Frealign. Details of the 

classification are shown in Fig. S4 and Fig. S10.  

Focused classification per asymmetric subunit. Global classifications in both Relion (39, 41) 

and Frealign (42, 43) showed presence of higher-order oligomers, with density in peripheral 

regions of the intasome (“above” the core) and a small amount of density in flanking regions (to 

the “side” of the core); the latter are analogous to MMTV (11) and RSV (12). Focused 

classifications were performed on each of these two regions, specifically for the purpose of 

excluding heterogeneity from other regions of the map that might bias classification results. 

Furthermore focused classification was performed on an asymmetric subunit basis, with the 

rationale that loosely associated peripheral, and especially flanking, regions may not abide by 

strict twofold symmetry. Thus, signal from each asymmetric subunit would contribute additively 

to the density, rather than diluting it. A similar concept has been previously proposed and 

implemented within Relion (44), whereas we performed this classification within Frealign. For 

the peripheral subunit, a mask with a radius of 32 Å, calculated to cover the entirety of an IN 

dimer, was positioned over the peripheral region. 100 cycles of classification using 4 classes and 

without adjusting orientation parameters (Euler angles and translations) were performed. The 

class containing the best density was selected and is displayed in Figure S3. The same strategy 

was performed with the flanking region. Notably, each of the 4 resulting classes had some 

amount of density, although this density was highly mobile and floppy. This is expected, because 

the CCD and CTD domains are connected by a flexible linker, and stabilizing interactions are 

absent in the structure. The presence of IBD dramatically stabilized the higher order oligomers 



 

(Figure 4B), although flanking regions remained somewhat mobile. 

Assembly of the atomic model and ensemble refinement. The model of the HIV-1 intasome 

was built and refined in a stepwise manner using Rosetta (45) and Phenix (46) starting with 

rigid-body fitted X-ray structures of individual domains as input. To optimally fit X-ray models 

into the EM density, we first independently refined each individual domain (NTD, CCD, and 

CTD) using multiple input starting seeds. NTD and CCD domains were seeded and refined using 

an independent rigid body-docked domain from the NTD-CCD X-ray structure (7) (PDB: 

1K6Y). CTDinner and CTDouter were each seeded with 4 starting X-ray models: 2 CTD monomers 

from an NMR structure (5) (PDB: 1IHV) and 2 individual CTD domains from a two-domain 

CCD-CTD X-ray structure (8) (PDB: 1EX4). At least 1000 models were generated from each 

and the lowest energy model was selected for moving forward. Modeling quality was assessed 

by energy scores, structural similarity of the top scoring models by RMSD value, and visual 

inspection. De novo modeling was performed for NTD-CCD linker residues 45-57, for the CCD 

loop 139-149 containing the 3-10 helix, and for any minor regions that were not well represented 

by the procedure above. HIV-1 STC DNA was modeled based on the X-ray structure of the PFV 

intasome (PDB 3L2Q) and adjusted in Coot (47) and Phenix. Models were assembled into a 

composite asymmetric subunit containing an inner core protomer (NTD, NTD-CCD linker, 

CCD, and CTD), an outer core protomer (CCD and CTD), and product DNA. The complete 

intasome model was iteratively relaxed using two-fold symmetry with combinations of Rosetta 

and Phenix against one of the half-maps (working map) and inspected for self-consistency 

against the second half-map (free map), then adjusted manually using Coot (47). For the final 

ensemble modeling approach, we used the following procedure, using half maps for all aspects 



 

of refinement and evaluation, respectively: first, we generated 500 models using the above 

procedure in Rosetta. From the top 100 scoring models by Rosetta energy, we selected the ten 

models that scored best by map-to-model FSC. These ten were then refined in real space using 

Phenix using secondary-structure restraings. Molprobity (48) was used throughout the 

refinement process. From the ensemble analysis, the highest scoring model (FSC map-to-model) 

is used for all figures throughout the text. Otherwise, values associated with ensemble modeling 

are reported as mean and standard deviation in Tables S1-2.  

Size exclusion chromatography of WT and Sso7d IN. In parallel runs wild type IN and Sso7d 

IN fusion proteins (26 µM) were analyzed with the Superdex 200 Increase 10/300 GL column 

(GE Healthcare) using 0.75 ml/min flow rate and the elution buffer containing 20 mM HEPES 

(pH 6.8), 1 M NaCl, 10 mM MgSO4, 0.2 mM EDTA, 10% glycerol, and 5 mM β -

mercaptoethanol. The column was calibrated with the Gel Filtration Standard (Bio-Rad) 

containing the mixture of the following proteins: Thyroglobulin (bovine) 670,000 Da, γ-globulin 

(bovine) 158,000 Da, Ovalbumin (chicken) 44,000 Da and Myoglobin (horse) 17,000 Da. 

Proteins were detected by absorbance at 280 nm. 

Analysis of Sso7d IN oligomeric states by chemical crosslinking. BS3 

(bis(sulfosuccinimidyl)suberate) (Thermo Fisher) was used to covalently crosslink interacting 

protein subunits. The crosslinking reactions were carried out in 20 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 0.6 M 

NaCl, 10% glycerol, 0.5 mM TCEP. In parallel reactions, 500 µM BS3 was added to 8.4 µg of 

Sso7d IN, STC or STCIBD. The reactions were incubated for 1 h at 30°C and then quenched by 

trichloroacetic acid precipitation. The proteins were separated on a 4–12% Bis-Tris SDS-PAGE 



 

gel and visualised by coomassie blue staining. Both low molecular weight (SeeBlue® Plus2 

Thermo Fisher) and high molecular weight (HiMark™ Thermo Fisher) prestained protein 

standards were used for estimating the multimeric states of the crosslinked proteins.    

Strand transfer activity assay of Sso7d IN. Assays were performed as previously reported 

(15). Briefly, 1 µM Sso7d INs and 0.5 µM 25 bp FAM labeled viral DNA and 300ng of target 

plasmid DNA pGEM-9zf substrate were incubated in 20 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 25% glycerol, 10 

mM DTT, 5 mM MgCl2, 4 mM ZnCl2, and 100 mM NaCl in a 20 µl reaction volume. The 

reaction was carried out at 37°C for 1 hr. The integration products were recovered by ethanol 

precipatation and subjected to electrophoresis in a 1.5% agarose gel in 1x TBE buffer. DNA was 

visualized by fluorescence using a Typhoon 8600 fluorescence scanner (GE Healthcare). 

Strand transfer activity assay of NL4-3 IN. Assays were performed as previously reported 

(17). Briefly, 80 nM NL4-3 integrase was incubated on ice with 20 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 12% 

DMSO, 5 mM DTT, 10% PEG-6000, 10 mM MgCl2, 20 µM ZnCl2, and 100 mM NaCl, 

followed by addition of 10 nM 1 kb P 32 labeled viral DNA substrate and 250 ng target plasmid 

DNA pBR322. The reaction was carried out at 37°C for 2 hrs. The reactions were stopped and 

deproteinized by addition of SDS, EDTA and proteinase K to 0.1%, 10 mM and 5 mg, 

respectively. 2.5 µl of the reaction mixture was then subjected to electrophoresis in a 0.8% 

agarose gel in 1x TBE buffer. Gels were dried, exposed to imaging plates and visualized by a 

Typhoon 8600 fluorescence scanner (GE Healthcare). 

Virus production and analysis of virus infectivity. pNL4-3 molecular clones containing E35K, 

K46E, E212K, K240E and I257D substitutions in the IN coding sequence were generated by site 



 

directed mutagenesis and used for virus preparations. Transfections in HEK293T cells were 

performed with X-tremeGENE HP (Roche) and the desired plasmid DNA using the 1:3 ratio for 

DNA:reagent. 24 hr post-transfection, cells were washed and fresh media was added. Cell culture 

supernatants containing virions were harvested 72 hr post-transfection, and virus production was 

measured by Gag-p24 ELISA (ZeptoMetrix). Virus-containing supernatants with Gag p24 

amounts equivalent to 5ng Gag p24 were then used to infect TZM-bl cells that were seeded the 

day before at a concentration of 4*105 cells per well in 6-well plates. These cells were harvested 

48h after virus addition, cell lysates were prepared using 1x reporter lysis buffer (Promega) and 

luciferase activity was determined using a commercially available kit (Promega). 



 

Figures S1-S16 

Fig. S1. HIV-1 STC assembly, purification, and characterization. (A) Schematic of STC 

intasome assembly on DNA substrate mimicking the product of the concerted integration 

reaction (orange, vDNA; green, tDNA). (B) Flowchart of STC preparation for CryoEM. (C) Gel 

filtration profile of STC intasome species for CryoEM. The intasome peak elutes at 1.2 ml and is 

~200 kDa relative to protein standards, which is consistent with a tetrameric size of the STC. 

However, the broad and asymmetric peak indicates the presence of larger intasome species 

(arrow). Mass standards in kilodaltons (kDa) are indicated. 



 

Fig. S2. Analytical ultracentrifugation absorbance c(s) profile for a preparation of HIV 

intasome STCs after anion exchange chromatography. The majority of the material at 6.7 S 

represents free IN protein.  The species with sedimentation coefficient 10.4 S has a calculated 

molar mass of 228 kDa, consistent with the expected size of a tetramer of IN complexed with the 

branched DNA substrate.  The value of the molar mass is determined based on the best-fit 

frictional coefficient of 1.47 obtained for the whole c(s) distribution. Larger species are 

indicated.  



 

Fig. S3. CryoEM raw data and refinement of HIV-1 STC structure. (A) Representative 

cryoEM micrograph of HIV-1 STCs, taken at -2.5 µm defocus. (B) Same as in panel (A), marked 

to show selected particles. (C) 2D class averages calculated using Relion (39). (D) Refined 



 

cryoEM map shown at low (top) and high (bottom) contours, colored by local resolution using 

sxlocres.py that is implemented within Sparx (49). Regions at 3.5 Å are evident in the core of the 

STC, in and around the active site. Lower resolution regions surround the periphery of the STC. 

(E) Region of the CCD, displayed in stereo, showing features present within the map. (F) Euler 

angle distribution plot, shown as a heat map, describing the relative orientations of the refined 

map. (G-H) Fourier Shell Correlation (FSC) curves displaying (G) map-to-map (half-map) 

resolution of the derived density and (H) map-to-model resolution of one of the refined atomic 

models from ensemble analysis. The model was refined against a half-map (green, work-FSC), 

and the resolution was subsequently also obtained for the second half-map (blue, free-FSC), and 

the full map (red, full-FSC).   



 



 

Fig. S4. 3D-classification flowchart of HIV-1 STC cryoEM data. (A) Results of global 3-D 

classification in Relion. Many of the particles that produced low quality maps (classes 1, 9, 10) 

were removed from subsequent analysis. Particles belonging to smaller oligomeric maps (classes 

2, 3, 4, 5, 6) and larger oligomeric maps (classes 7, 8) were grouped. (B) Orientation parameters 

for the particles belonging to smaller oligomers were converted for classification and refinement 

in Frealign. Of the two refined maps, one was resolved to a global resolution of 3.9 Å (outlined 

in purple). This map was used to build the HIV-1 STC tetrameric model and is displayed in 

Figure 1. While some residual heterogeneity remains in this map, it disappears upon further 

classification (which also reduces resolution by decreasing particle count). (C-E) Focused 

classification on an asymmetric subunit basis was performed for several regions of the indicated 

densities in order to resolve (C) a CCD-CTD linker, which showed a similar configuration to 

PFV STCs (10) in the context of a tetramer, (D) an IN dimer “above” the core (yellow) and (E) 

an IN dimer “flanking” the core (green) (see Materials and Methods); the latter was particularly 

poorly resolved in the combined map, apparently due to large amounts of mobility. In all cases 

for panels (C-E), the resulting densities are segmented and displayed (and optionally filtered for 

clarity). (F) Fit of a CCD dimer (PDB 1K6Y) into refined density from the flanking asymmetric 

subunit is shown in all three axial orientations. The density is consistent with the size of a CCD 

dimer. (G) Comparison of original 2D class averages with re-projections from a density map 

along identical Euler angles. Re-projections were performed either with a tetrameric map (left) or 

with a higher-order map (right).   



 

Fig. S5. Target site and tDNA of HIV-1 STCs. (A) target sites are shown for all three retroviral 

STCs available in the public domain, and overlaid with one another. An even number of 

nucleotides is present in PFV (4 bp) and RSV (6 bp) recognition sites, whereas an odd number of 

nucleotides is present in the HIV (5 bp) recognition site. Due to the presence of a T/T mismatch 

within the central bp of HIV-1 STCs (at position +2) that is inherent to sample preparation from 

a common product DNA, the two central dinucleotides apparently lose base pairing interactions. 

HIV/SIV 5 bp-recognition TSDs have been predicted to contain severe kinking within the central 

3 bps using multiple experimental approaches (25, 50, 51), and STCs can be assembled from 

product DNA even without any bp matches within the tDNA region (16). Thus, this mismatch 

may not severely affect the overall structure, although local regions may slightly differ in 

comparison to the natural recognition sequence (15). (B) The overall configuration of tDNA is 

distorted in all three retroviruses. In both (A-B), distances are calculated between the P atoms of 

the acceptor phosphate. Similar relative patterns were observed between nearby atoms. 



 

Fig. S6. CryoEM densities corresponding to areas of interest. (A) Panels for all interactions 

discussed in Figure 2 are overlaid with cryoEM density and displayed in stereo. (B) K46 is 

shown from a different angle, and several additional regions denoted in Table S2 are overlaid 

with cryoEM density. R263 is sandwiched between both vDNA strands. R263K mutants 

decreased integration in cell culture, but also conferred low-level resistance to an INSTI (52); the 

compromised catalytic activity of the R263K virus is likely due to the multiple relevant 

interactions made by R263. This same area is also occupied by the functionally relevant R262 

and R228 (13). The latter makes an additional vDNA interaction with the outer protomer.  



 

Fig. S7. Differences in the active sites of HIV-1 and PFV. (A) PFV STC (PDB 3OS0) (10), 

(B) PFV cleaved donor complex (CDC) bound to Dolutegravir (PDB 3S3M) (53), and (C) an 

overlay of both structures in (A-B). Panel (C) shows that, although INSTIs bind CDC and not 

STC, much of the active site outside of the terminal adenine (not shown for clarity), and in 



 

particular the configuration of the neighboring CTD, remains intact. (D) Aligned HIV-1 STC 

active site from this study, displayed with cryoEM density, in stereo. (E) HIV-1 STC overlaid 

with PFV STC (PDB 3OS0). (F-G) HIV-1 STC overlaid with structures of (F) PFV CDC bound 

to MK2048 (PDB 3OYL) and (G) L-870-810 (PDB 3OYF) inhibitors (54). The active site Tyr 

(PFV Y212 / HIV-1 Y143), which exhibits slight differences in existing structures is denoted. Of 

note, red arrows point to the CTD-Arg (PFV R329 / HIV-1 R231) opposing the active site, which 

is rearranged in comparison to PFV, as well as a corresponding area within INSTIs that is often 

derivatized; R231, in particular, resides proximal to an area of INSTI derivatization that can 

potentially be exploited for improved inhibitor binding. In all panels containing PFV CDC, the 

terminal adenine nucleotide that interacts with INSTIs has been removed for clarity; likewise, the 

same adenine and downstream tDNA of HIV-1 STC have also been removed for clarity.  



 

Fig. S8. BS3 mediated crosslinking to examine multimeric states of Sso7d IN in STC and 

STCIBD. A representative SDS-PAGE image of crosslinked species is shown. Lane 1: low 

molecular weight (MW) markers; Lane 2: Sso7d without BS3; Lane 3: Sso7d + BS3; Lane 4: 

STC without BS3; Lane 5: STC + BS3; Lane 6: STCIBD without BS3; Lane 7: STCIBD + BS3. 

Lane 8; high MW markers. Analysis of unliganded Sso7d (Lane 3) reveals multiple species 

including monomer: Sso7d IN(1), dimer: Sso7d IN(2), trimer: Sso7d IN(3), tetramer Sso7d IN(4) 

and higher-order oligomers. In contrast, STC predominantly contains tetrameric Sso7d IN 

(compare lane 5 with lane 3) with relatively smaller amounts of higher-order oligomers being 

also observed (lane 5). The addition of IBD to STC shifts the oligomeric state of Sso7d IN to 

higher-order assemblies in the context of STCIBD (compare lane 7 with lane 5).  



 

Fig. S9. CryoEM raw data and refinement of HIV-1 STCIBD. (A) Representative cryoEM 

micrograph of HIV-1 STCIBD, taken at -2.8 µm defocus. (B) 2D class averages calculated using 

Relion (39). (C) Top and side views of the refined cryoEM map, displayed at two different 



 

thresholds and colored by local resolution using sxlocres.py implemented within Sparx (49). 

Regions at ~4 Å are evident in the core of the STCIBD, whereas significantly lower resolution is 

observed for the outer INs characteristic of the higher-order species. Red arrows indicate 

heterogeneous regions that are likely sub-stoichiometrically occupied by another IN dimer. (D) 

Top view of the STCIBD reconstruction from (C), filtered to 12 Å and shown at a low contour 

level to emphasize sub-stoichiometric density likely accounting for additional INs that would 

make up a complete hexadecamer (16 protomers). (E) Euler angle distribution plot, shown as a 

heat map, describing the relative orientations of the refined map. (F) FSC curve describing the 

global resolution of the map, calculated using a soft-edge mask that occupies the entire density in 

(D).  



 

Fig. S10. 3D-classification flowchart of HIV-1 STCIBD cryoEM data. (A) Results of global 3-

D classification in Relion. Particles that produced low quality maps (classes 3, 4, 5, 6) were 

removed from subsequent analysis. Particles apparently belonging to smaller oligomeric maps 



 

(classes 1, 2) and larger oligomeric maps (classes 7, 8, 9, 10) were grouped. (B) Orientation 

parameters for the particles were converted for classification and refinement in Frealign. For the 

smaller oligomers, reconstructions were obtained that were consistent with the size of a tetramer, 

with one of the maps containing clear density for IBD. Some higher-order species were apparent 

in this same map, indicating compositional (and likely conformational) heterogeneity. For the 

larger oligomers, reconstructions were obtained that showed different amounts of INs 

accumulating around the core. One map in particular contained full density for a dodecamer and 

additional residual density. We attempted to focus classify this residual density, but we were 

unable to distinguish reliable features. This map, resolved globally to 4.6 Å, is displayed in 

Figure 3 and Fig. S9, and was used for all subsequent analyses of STCIBD. 



 



 

Fig. S11. Segmentation of STCIBD cryoEM density and docking of individual domain 

components. (A) Composite model of STCIBD rigid-body docked into filtered cryoEM density. 

Regions denoted by arrows likely represent additional IN dimers, but were very heterogeneous 

and could not be reliably interpreted, even with high filter values and at low density thresholds. 

(B). Model of core IN protomers (left, see also Figure 1) and of IBD bound to the core dimer 

(right) docked into STCIBD cryoEM density, which was filtered to 8 Å. (C) As panel (B), but for 

the dimers “above” the core. (D) As panel (B), but for the flanking dimers, and with density 

filtered to 12 Å. Arrows point to the CCD-CTD linker, which contains partially broken density.      



 

Fig. S12. SEC profiles of WT IN and Sso7d-IN. Upper, middle and lower panels show elution 

profiles of protein standards, WT IN and Sso7d IN, respectively. Estimated molecular weights 

(MWs) are indicated in respective tables. Elution times and milli-absorbance units (Au/s) are 

shown. The Gly-11 flexible linker connecting the NTD with the Sso7d fusion apparently disrupts 



 

productive dimer-dimer associations, leading to a smaller proportion of tetramers and a greater 

population of dimers within Sso7d IN. This property may account for the large amounts of 

compositional heterogeneity that we observe within both STC and STCIBD datasets (Fig. S4 and 

S10), additionally attributing to the sub-stoichiometric (dodecameric vs. hexadecameric) 

occupancy of flanking IN density within our higher-order cryoEM maps (Figure 3 and Fig. S9).  



 

Fig. S13. Comparison of higher-order STC with prior IN structures. In all sections, the left 

column refers to IN domains docked into STCIBD density and colored accordingly, the center 

columns refers to a structure in the PDB, and the right column is an overlay of both. Structural 

schematics at the far left highlight the corresponding location within visible dodecameric 



 

intasome density. This figure expands upon the structures presented in Figure 3D-G. (A) 

Comparison with Maedi Visna Virus two-domain INNTD-CCD tetramer (PDB: 3HPH, representing 

Crystal Form 2) (28). IBD, as well as any additional chains that could not be reliably interpreted 

within the corresponding cryoEM density, are omitted for clarity. (B) Comparison with a two 

domain fragment of HIV-2 INNTD-CCD (PDB: 3F9K) in complex with IBD (30). (C) Comparison 

with a structure of an HIV-1 IN CTD dimer (PDB: 1IHV) solved by NMR (5). (D) Comparison 

with a two-domain fragment of HIV-1 INCCD-CTD (PDB: 1EX4).  



 

Fig. S14. Strand transfer activity assays of WT and Sso7d INs. (A-E) Residues that were 

presumed to be relevant within higher-order STCs (top), but not tetrameric STCs (bottom) were 

selected for strand transfer assays. In addition to those described below, the mutant K14A was 

selected based on the rationale that it is involved in IN tetramerization (27), and therefore 

formation of the core building block that would form the higher-order species. (A) Residues 

within the CTD are buried in several regions within higher-order assemblies, in particular 

surrounding the CTD-CTD interface in each protomer, but largely surface exposed within 

tetramers (see also (55) for L242A mutagenesis). (B) Residues within the CCD-CTD linker 

region are ordered and helical within higher-order STCs, but disordered (and thus not modeled) 



 

within the tetramer. (C) K240 (green) is buried in a pocket with E35 (red) within higher-order 

STCs, but surface exposed within tetramers. E35 can make several possible interactions within 

higher-order assemblies, but is also largely exposed in tetramers, although we cannot exclude the 

possibility of its interaction with a flexible CCD-CTD linker. (D) K244 is predicted to make a 

strong salt bridge with vDNA within higher-order complexes in the context of an extended CCD-

CTD, but resides at a distance of ~5.5 Å from vDNA within tetramers. It can potentially interact 

with the CCD-CTD linker in both oligomers, although such interactions would be more ordered 

within higher-order STCs. (E) R269 is buried in at least 2 regions of higher-order STCs, but is 

surface-exposed and/or flexible within tetramers. (F) Strand transfer activity assay of selected 

Sso7d IN mutants presumed to be involved in higher order intasome assembly. The K46E mutant 

identified within the core, but present in both oligomers, was additionally assayed. (G) Strand 

transfer activity assay of selected NL4-3 IN mutants presumed to be involved in higher order 

intasome assembly. (H) Strand transfer activity assay of Sso7d IN mutants with CCD-CTD 

linker region deletions. All strand transfer activity assays in panels (F-H) were independently 

repeated twice.  



 

Fig. S15. Viral infectivity. Infectivity for WT HIV-1NL4-3 and mutant viruses containing 

indicated substitutions in the IN coding sequence. Effects of substitutions of K46 that is present 

within the STC core, as well as of additional select residues predicted to disrupt higher-order 

assemblies (see Fig. S14) that were not previously evaluated (31-33) have been examined. 

Luciferase activities in infected TZM-bl cells relative to WT virus are shown. Error bars 

represent standard deviations of three independent experiments.  



 



 

Fig. S16. Comparison of retroviral STCs. (A) Linker analyses for all three retroviral STCs for 

which structures are available. The distance between CCD and CTD is calculated for the Cα 

atoms between the residues specified for the particular structure. The maximum linker length 

assumes a distance of 3.5 Å per residue, corresponding to a perfect β-strand (larger than the 

expected length of a flexible linker). The HIV-1 CCD-CTD linker is helical in the context of 

higher-order STCs or previous structures (e.g. PDB 1EX4), but disordered in STC tetramers and 

is just long enough to reach into the synaptic position. MMTV or RSV must employ flanking INs 

for proper CTD positioning. (B). Retroviral STCs from PFV (PDB: 3OS0) RSV (PDB: 5EJK) 

and HIV (modeled tetramer and higher-order dodecameric complex from this study) are filtered 

to 10 Å and displayed as molecular surfaces to show the relative orientations and sizes of 

experimentally derived structures. MMTV intasomes are omitted, because no STC structure is 

available. (C) Schematic of quaternary intasome assembly of different retroviruses. Positionally 

conserved CTDs are indicated with an arrow. Legend includes CCD, catalytic core domain 

dimer; C, C-terminal domain monomer; N, N-terminal domain monomer. CCD dimers 

surrounding DNA within the intasome core are colored light and dark blue for the inner and 

outer protomer, respectively. All other CCD dimers are colored in a single color. NTDs or CTDs 

that are disordered either in the X-ray structures or the EM structures are not displayed. 



 

Construct HIV-1 STC HIV-1 STCIBD 

EM Image Processing 
Microscope Titan Krios Titan Krios 
Voltage 300 300 
Camera Gatan K2 Summit Gatan K2 Summit 
Defocus range (µm) 1.5-4.0 1.5-3.5 
Defocus mean ± std (µm) 2.8 ± 0.6 2.5 ± 0.5 
Exposure time (s) 20 20 
Dose rate (e-/pixel/s) 8.1 6.3 
Total dose (e-/Å2) 95 80 
Pixel size (Å) 1.31 1.31 
Number of micrographs 1225 1598 
Number of particles (processed) 274,764 154,445 
Number of particles (3D classification & refinement) 219,260 102,121 
Number of particles (in final map) 83,766 11,099 
Symmetry C2 C2 
Resolution (global) (Å)* 3.9 4.6 
Resolution range (local) (Å) 3.5 – 4.5 4.0 – 10.0 
Map sharpening B-factor (Å2) -180 -200 

Model refinement 
Space group P1 - 
Cell dimensions 
    a, b, c (Å) 326.1, 374.4, 340.4 - 
    a = b = g  (°)  90 - 
Number of atoms (modeled) 8596 - 

Validation 
MolProbity score 1.7 ± 0.1 (89th ± 2 percentile) - 
Clashscore, all atoms 5.6 ± 0.3 (88th ± 2 percentile) - 
Protein 
      Ramachandran favored (%) 93.4 ± 0.4 - 

allowed (%) 6.3 ± 0.3 - 
Disallowed (%) 0.3 ± 0.1 - 

      Good rotamers (%) 99.7 ± 0.2 - 
      Cβ deviations >0.25Å (%) 0 - 
      Cis Prolines (%) 0 - 
r.m.s deviations 
    Bond lengths (Å) 0.008 ± 0.001 - 
    Bond angles (º) 1.1 ± 0.1 - 
*resolution assessment based on frequency-limited refinement using the 0.143 threshold for resolution analysis 

Table S1. CryoEM data collection and model building statistics. 



 

Table S2. Predicted hydrogen-bonding interactions within tetrameric core STC. H-bonds 

were computed within UCSF Chimera (56), and were considered only if they were identified in 

all 10 real-space refined models and contained corresponding density within the map. Non-H-

bonding interactions were omitted from this analysis. Additional functionally relevant 

interactions likely exist, but may not be clearly identified at the nominal resolution of the map, or 

differed within the models. IN residues sharing H-bonds with either vDNA or tDNA are listed at 

left. The panels at right list predicted protein inter-domain interactions. Each domain is colored 

in agreement with the legend. The colored boxes above each panel represent the domains 

comprising the donor residues (Residues_d) while the colored shades underneath represent the 



 

domains for the acceptor residues (Residue_a). Appropriate chains of the atomic model are 

indicated. Two CTD chains are present, including the inner CTD (chain A), and an outer CTD 

(chain B). The distance between donor and acceptor (D..A dist) is in Angstrom (Å), and is listed 

as the average +/- standard deviation (SD) of ten independent models refined in Phenix. In 

instances when individual donor residues may make several possible interactions with acceptor 

residues/nucleotides that were not distinguishable in the map or models, both possibilities are 

listed. 
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